This work explores the distribution of citations for the publications of top scientists. A first objective is to find out whether the 80-20 Pareto rule applies, that is if 80% of the citations to a top scientist's work concern 20% of their publications. Observing that the rule does not apply, we also measure the dispersion of the citation distribution by means of the Gini coefficient. Further, we investigate the question of what share of a top scientist' publications go uncited. Finally, we study the relation between the dispersion of the citation distribution and the share of uncited publications. As well as the overall level, the analyses are carried out at the field and discipline level, to assess differences across them.
Introduction
One of the aims of universities and research institutions is to contribute to socioeconomic development through the production of new knowledge. For this the knowledge must be disseminated, and therefore codified. In the sciences, the preferred mode of codification is publication in scientific journals. Some of the publications, meaning the knowledge they embed, will have more impact than others on scientific advancement. To measure the impact, bibliometricians use the proxy of the number of citations received. For publications of the same year and field, the higher is the number of citations then the higher is the impact of scientific advancement. Uncited publications are held to have no impact at all. Further, it is held that researchers who produce higher total impact over a period of time, all other factors equal, are more productive than others.
The area of interest for the current paper is the question of the impact-output relation in research activities. We can expect that a researcher's publication portfolio will be made up of publications of different impact. A first question is whether the Pareto principle, also known as the 80-20 rule, holds true. In other words, we want to find out whether roughly 80% of the scientist's total impact comes from 20% of their publications. The answer will vary among researchers, and likely across fields and disciplines.
A more general way to state the objective of the work is that we intend to analyze the dispersion of the citation distribution of researchers' publications. For this, the Gini coefficient is a particularly useful instrument.
The analysis will focus on top scientists, because to have meaningful results requires the observation of researchers with very high numbers of articles and/or total citations. A top scientist is generally defined as a researcher whose impact on scientific advancement is in the top X% among colleagues in the same field. In this study we observe the top 10% of scientists. A top 10% scientist results as such, because: i) they produce a very high number of articles, mostly moderately cited; or ii) they publish only few articles, but highly-cited ones; or iii) something in between. Gupta, Campanha, and Pesce, (2005) state that "it is not possible for anyone to compete both in quality and quantity. Some people may have a large number of articles but a small average citation per article, while other people may have larger average citation of an article but small number of articles". Based on our experience in the assessment of research performance by Italian scientists at the individual level , we would hazard to state that the top 1% scientists in their respective fields are likely to produce very high numbers of articles, mostly highly cited. The average researcher, who contributes fewer, lesser cited articles, is not examined in the current analysis.
Scientometricians have carried out Pareto analyses in the past. The literature presents quite a number of studies at the journal level, meaning the application of the 80-20 rule concerning the articles and relative citations of a journal (Weingart, 2004; Glanzel & Moed, 2002; Seglen, 1997; Moed & Van Leeuwen, 1996) . Only a few studies analyze the share of scientists who contribute the most to the total publications or the impact achieved by an entire research system. Flegl and Vydrova (2014) showed that the Pareto rule does not fit concerning the publications of PhD students at the Czech University of Life Sciences Prague, where a very large portion of the students result as totally unproductive during their PhD program. Abramo, Cicero, and D'Angelo, (2011) found that 23% of the professors in the sciences counted for 77% of the total impact of Italian universities' research over the [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] period, which is the same period that we observe in the current work. Other studies have been concerned with the statistical distribution of citations, as well as the trade-off between quantity and quality in research output (Piro, Rørstad K., & Aksnes, 2016; Bosquet & Combes, 2013; Parker, Allesina, & Lortie, 2013; Abramo, D'Angelo, & Di Costa, 2010; Gupta, Campanha, & Pesce, 2005) . Perianes-Rodriguez and Ruiz-Castillo (2015) investigate the citation distributions at university level. Ruiz-Castillo and Costas (2014) measure the individual performance in two ways, one being the mean citation per article per person. They then analyze the statistical distributions.
However, we find no analyses of the Pareto distribution of citations per publication at the individual level. This is probably due to the formidable problem of large-scale address reconciliation and authors' name disambiguation. For Italian publications indexed in the WoS, the problem has been overcome by means of a disambiguation algorithm developed by D'Angelo, Giuffrida, and Abramo, (2011) . Using the algorithm, we can construct the publication portfolios of all Italian professors over any period of time, and produce performance rankings by any bibliometric indicator at the individual level, on a national scale. We can thus identify all top scientists (TSs) in Italian universities in the different fields of research in the sciences, and then analyze the statistical dispersion of the distribution of citations for their publications, including the question of the Pareto distribution. An equally interesting inquiry about the output of TSs could be to examine the distribution of the share of papers that remains uncited. In the current paper we carry out this analysis. Finally, for each professor, we will explore the correlation between the minimum number of publications which account for at least 80% of total citations, and the percentage of papers that are uncited.
The following section presents the data and method. In Section 3 we report the results of the analyses, which we discuss in the concluding section.
Data and methods
The field of observation is composed of the 2004-2008 publications of Italian academic TSs in the sciences, as indexed in the WoS. The citations are counted for all the publications as of June 2015, with the intention that the seven-year and up citation window ensures a robust measure of impact.
In the Italian academic system, each professor is classified in one and only one research field. There are a total of 370 such fields (named "scientific disciplinary sectors", or SDSs 2 ), grouped into 14 disciplines (named "university disciplinary areas", or UDAs). The Italian Ministry of University and Research (MIUR) maintains a database of all Italian professors (http://cercauniversita.cineca.it). For each individual, the MIUR database shows the last name and given names, university, SDS, academic rank and department. Our analysis is limited to the professors working in the nine science UDAs (192 SDSs) where scientific performance can be assessed using bibliometric techniques with an acceptable level of reliability: Mathematics and computer science, Physics, Chemistry, Earth sciences, Biology, Medicine, Agricultural and veterinary sciences, Civil engineering, and Industrial and information engineering.
The bibliometric data of each professor is extracted from the Italian Observatory of Public Research (ORP), a database developed and maintained by the authors and derived under license from Thomson Reuters WoS. Beginning from the raw data of the WoS, and applying the algorithm to reconcile the authors' affiliation and disambiguate their identity, each publication (article, article review, letter and conference proceeding) is attributed to the university professors(s) that produced it.
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To identify the TSs in each SDS, we rank all professors by their total impact in the period under observation. Because citation behavior varies by field, we field normalize the citations. The ranking is developed by measuring the yearly average total impact (Scientific Strength or SS) of each professor, summing up the field-normalized impact of all their publications indexed in the period under observation. In formulae:
Where: t = number of years of work of the professor in period under observation 4 N = number of publications of the professor in period under observation = citations received by publication i ̅ = average of distribution of citations received for all cited Italian publications in same year and subject category of publication i
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The dataset for the analysis (Table 1) is then made up of the top 10% professors by SS in each SDS. To ensure the robustness of the statistics calculated, any SDS with less than 10 TSs is excluded from the analysis. Thus organized, the dataset is composed of 75,184 publications authored or co-authored by a total of 3,386 TSs in Italian universities, sorted in 9 UDAs comprising a total of 130 SDSs. 
Results
We analyze the citation distribution of top scientists' publications using two measures of inequality. First, we verify if the contribution of publications to total impact follows the Pareto rule: i.e. whether 80% of the citations come from 20% of the publications. In a second part, we measure the statistical dispersion of the distribution of citations by means of the Gini coefficient. Finally, we will analyze the percentage of TSs' publications with nil citations, at the individual level. All the analyses are carried out at the overall level, as well as by SDS and UDA, to assess differences across fields and disciplines.
Pareto rule
For each TS, we calculate the minimum percentage of publications indexed in the period under observation which account for at least 80% of total field-normalized citations (MPP). As an example, in Figure 1 we show the Pareto chart concerning a professor classified in Automatics (SDS: ING-INF/04), who produced 146 WoSindexed publications in the period under examination. In this case we can observe a proportion close to the 80-20 rule: 21% of his publications (31 out of 146) account for 80.7% of the total field-normalized citations. 6 The maximum number of citations received by a single paper equals 5.5, and the distribution decreases quite evenly. The long right tail represents 63 (43%) uncited publications. Figure 2 shows the MPP frequency distribution of all TSs. The highest frequencies occur in the range 35% -55%, accounting for 62% of TSs (2,113 cases out of 3,386). The mode is 50%. There are no cases above 85% and below 100%. The last bar represents the 100% MPP value, which occurs in 30 cases (0.89%). The minimum MPP value is instead 3%, occurring in the sole case of a TS in Computer science (INF/01).
In Table 2 we report the descriptive statistics of the MPP distribution. We now proceed with the analysis at the SDS level, to see if noticeable differences occur in the MPP frequency distributions across SDSs. Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics of the MPP distribution for the SDSs within Chemistry (UDA 3). The maximum MPP value varies between 50.0% and 62.5%, while the minimum shows greater differences, from 5.0% to 33.3%. The lowest standard deviation (5.7%) occurs in Foundations of chemistry for technologies (CHIM/07). (ING-IND/32 ). This is the only SDS for which the Pareto rule applies. The SDS with the maximum value (71.1%) is Road, railway and airport construction (ICAR/04). The lowest difference between the min-max values (7.8%) occurs in Chemistry (UDA 3), while the largest one (47.0%) occurs in Industrial and information engineering (UDA 9), An interesting focus concerns the analysis of the variability of MPP values within and between SDSs. In this regard, Table 5 shows, for each UDA, the SDSs with minimum and maximum variation coefficient of MPP. It also shows the variability between SDSs, i.e. the variation coefficient of the distribution of average MPP of SDSs of each UDA. We note that the variability between is systematically lower than that within SDSs, with the only exception of 10 SDSs (listed in the last column of Table 5 ) out of 130. In short, only in Industrial and information engineering there is a significant number of SDSs (7 out of 22) whereby the MPP variability between is higher than within. 
Gini coefficient
Another way to investigate and report the inequality in the distribution of citations for the publications of each TS is by means of the Gini coefficient of the distribution. The value 0 expresses perfect equality, in which each publication accumulates an equal amount of year-and field-standardized citations. The closer the value is to 1, the stronger is the degree of inequality.
As in the previous subsection, we compute the Gini coefficient for each TS in the dataset. We then aggregate the results at the SDS and UDA levels. Figure 3 Table 6 presents the SDSs within each UDA that show the minimum and maximum average value of Gini coefficient. The results are similar to those shown in Table 4 . The SDSs that showed a minimum average value of MPP obviously now show maximum values of Gini coefficient, and vice versa. However there are three exceptions, in Mathematics and computer science (UDA 1), Earth sciences (UDA 4), and Agricultural and veterinary sciences (UDA 7), where the SDSs with the maximum value of average MPP are different from those with minimum of Gini coefficient. 
The percentage of uncited publications out of total
When we think of top scientists, we imagine researchers with outstanding performance, who produce high numbers of publications that also receive high numbers of citations. We would be surprised if a noticeable share of a TS's publication portfolio were to go uncited. The focus of this subsection is indeed the uncited side of the TSs' research output.
For each TS in the dataset, we calculate the percentage of uncited publications (PUP) out of their total publications in the period under observation. Figure 4 shows the overall frequency distribution of PUP. The minimum value of 0% occurs in 1,183 out of 3,386 (35%) cases. The maximum value (71.4%) occurs for a TS in Electrical energy systems (ING-IND/33), for whom 15 of 21 publications went uncited. Overall, the greatest number of cases (1,876 out of 3,386, or 55.4%) are concentrated in the range of 0% to 5%. We also calculate the descriptive statistics for the PUP values at the SDS level. As an example, Table 7 presents the statistics for the SDSs in Industrial and information engineering (UDA 9). This is the only UDA where we observe SDSs with minimum values of PUP (column 4) other than 0: here there are 11 such SDSs out of the total 22 (50%). This is probably due to the high incidence of conference proceedings in this discipline, along with the behavior of citing them less than other document types. Within the UDA we observe two extreme values for the overall distributions, occurring in the two SDSs with the highest average PUP: the highest minimum value, of 23.9%, is in Electrical convertors, machines and switches (ING-IND/32), while the highest maximum value, of 71.4%, occurs in Electrical energy systems (ING-IND/33).
To examine the differences between the nine UDAs, Table 8 presents the SDSs with the minimum and maximum average values of PUP, in each UDA. An interesting case is Palaeontology and palaeoecology GEO/01 (UDA 4), where all TSs had all publications cited. We see that UDA 9 is the one with the greatest difference between the minimum and maximum average PUP values for its SDSs (33.2%) . This is also the UDA where we observe the SDSs with the highest max (39.3%) and the highest min (6.2%) of average PUP. 
Correlation between the MPP and PUP distributions
The TSs whose citation distribution is highly dispersed (high MPP and low Gini coefficient) are likely to present a low percentage of uncited publications (low PUP). Vice versa, TSs with highly concentrated citation distribution are more likely to present a high percentage of uncited publications. The scatter plot of Figure 5 positions each TS in terms of MPP and PUP. To verify these expectations we calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient ( = -0.50), which reveals only a weak relationship between MPP and PUP. The R-squared value equals 0.25.
A further question that interests us is whether the TSs with a higher number of publications might also present a higher number of uncited publications. The correlation analysis reveals no correlation at all between the two variables ( = -0.07). 
Conclusions
The Pareto rule does not apply to the citation distribution of TSs' publications. For only 6% of TSs, 20% or less of their publications account for at least 80% of their total citations. A full 62% of TSs require from 35% to 55% of their total publications to reach at least 80% of their total citations. The highest TS frequency occurs at 50%, meaning that in most cases the TSs require a minimum of 50% of their publications to reach at least 80% of their total citations. The mirror view of the citation distribution, by the Gini coefficient, in fact shows that the dispersion is at the middle, between none and total. Differences occur among disciplines and among fields in the same discipline. Sectorial (SDS) differences are most noticeable when comparing the minimum/maximum values of the average minimum percentage of publications accounting for at least 80% of total citations, as well as in comparing the Gini coefficients. Among Italian TSs, 35% have all their publications cited, and 55% have a maximum of 5% of their publications uncited. Concerning the uncited articles, differences again occur across fields and disciplines. However, we found only a weak correlation between the concentration of the citation distribution and the share of a TS's articles that go uncited. Further, there is no correlation at all between the intensity of publication and the share of uncited articles.
